Summer Reading Suggestions for High School Students
1. The Poet X - Elizabeth Acevedo
When Xiomara Batista, who pours all her frustrations and passion into poetry, is invited
to join the school slam poetry club, she struggles with her mother's expectations and her
need to be heard. Novel in verse.
2. The Hazel Wood - Melissa Albert
When the scary, magical world in her grandmother's book of dark feminist fairy tales
becomes real, seventeen-year-old Alice, partnered with Ellery, an obsessed fan of the
fairy tales, must enter the world to rescue Alice's kidnapped mother. Fantasy.
3. Giant Days Vol. 1 - John Allison
Susan, Esther, and Daisy started at university three weeks ago and became fast friends.
Now, away from home for the first time, all three want to reinvent themselves. But in the
face of hand-wringing boys, "personal experimentation," influenza, mystery-mold,
nu-chauvinism, and the willful, unwanted intrusion of "academia," they may be lucky just
to make it to spring alive. Going off to university is always a time of change and growth,
but for Esther, Susan, and Daisy, things are about to get a little weird. Graphic novel.
4. Herding Cats: A “Sarah’s Scribbles” Collection - Sarah Andersen
Sarah valiantly struggles with waking up in the morning, being productive, and dealing
with social situations. Sarah's Scribbles is the comic strip that follows her life, finding
humor in living as an adulting introvert that is at times weird, awkward, and
embarrassing. Graphic novel.
5. Far From the Tree - Robin Benway
Three teenagers, biological siblings separated by adoption, explore the meaning of
family in all its forms -- how to find it, how to keep it, and how to love it. Contemporary,
realistic fiction.
6. A Girl Like That - Tanaz Bhathena
In Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, sixteen-year-old half-Hindu/half-Parsi Zarin Wadia is the class
troublemaker and top subject for the school rumor blogs, regularly leaving class to
smoke cigarettes in cars with boys, but she also desperately wants to grow up and move
out of her aunt and uncle's house, perhaps realizing too late that Porus, another
non-Muslim Indian who risks deportation but remains devoted to Zarin, could help her
escape. Contemporary, realistic fiction.

7. Hyperbole and a Half: Unfortunate Situations, Flawed Coping Mechanisms, Mayhem,
and Other Things That Happened - Allie Brosh
Collects autobiographical, illustrated essays and cartoons from the author's popular blog
and related new material that humorously and candidly deals with her own
idiosyncrasies and battles with depression. Nonfiction, graphic memoir.
8. #Notyourprincess: Voices of Native American Women - Lisa Charleyboy & Mary Beth
Leatherdale
An eclectic collection of poems, essays, interviews, and art that combine to express the
experience of being a Native woman. Stories of abuse, humiliation, and stereotyping are
countered by the voices of passionate women making themselves heard and demanding
change. Sometimes angry, often reflective, but always strong, the women in this book
will give teen readers insight into the lives of women who, for so long, have been virtually
invisible. Nonfiction.
9. Look Both Ways - Alison Cherry
The story of a girl who apprentices at a summer theater festival hoping she's finally
found a place to belong only to learn that neither talent nor love is as straightforward as
she thinks. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
10. Emergency Contact - Mary H.K. Choi
After a chance encounter, Penny and Sam become each other's emergency contacts
and find themselves falling in love digitally, without the humiliating weirdness of having to
see each other. Contempary, realistic fiction.
11. The Belles - Dhonielle Clayton
In a world where Beauty is a commodity only a few control, one Belle will learn the dark
secrets behind her powers, and rise up to change the world. Fantasy.
12. Little & Lion - Brandy Colbert
Suzette returns home to Los Angeles from boarding school and grapples with her
bisexual identity when she and her brother Lionel fall in love with the same girl, pushing
Lionel's bipolar disorder to spin out of control and forcing Suzette to confront her own
demons. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
13. Something In Between - Melissa De La Cruz
After learning of her family's illegal immigrant status, Jasmine realizes that college may
be impossible and that deportation is a real threat, uncertainties she endures as she falls
for the son of a congressman who opposes an immigration reform bill. Contemporary,
realistic fiction.

14. Funny in Farsi: A Memoir of Growing Up Iranian in America - Firoozeh Dumas
In 1972, when she was seven, Firoozeh Dumas and her family moved from Iran to
Southern California, arriving with no firsthand knowledge of this country beyond her
father’s glowing memories of his graduate school years here. More family soon followed,
and the clan has been here ever since. Funny in Farsi chronicles the American journey
of Dumas’s wonderfully engaging family. Nonfiction, memoir.
15. On the Edge of Gone - Corinne Duyvis
In Amsterdam, the Netherlands, in 2034, a comet is due to hit the Earth within the hour.
Denise, who's sixteen years old and autistic, must try to find her missing sister and also
help her neglectful, undependable mother safely aboard a spaceship. Science fiction.
16. If You Could Be Mine - Sara Farizan
In Iran, where homosexuality is punishable by death, seventeen-year-olds Sahar and
Nasrin love each other in secret until Nasrin's parents announce their daughter's
arranged marriage and Sahar proposes a drastic solution. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
17. Girl Mans Up - M.E. Girard
In Ontario, Pen is a sixteen-year-old girl who looks like a boy. She's fine with it, but
everyone else is uncomfortable--especially her Portuguese immigrant parents and her
manipulative neighbor who doesn't want her to find a group of real friends.
Contemporary, realistic fiction.
18. Girl in the Blue Coat - Monica Hesse
In 1943 Nazi-occupied Amsterdam, teenage Hanneke--a 'finder' of black market
goods--is tasked with finding a Jewish girl a customer had been hiding, who has
seemingly vanished into thin air, and is pulled into a web of resistance activities and
secrets as she attempts to solve the mystery and save the missing girl. Historical fiction.
19. We Are the Ants - Shaun David Hutchinson
Abducted by aliens periodically throughout his youth, Henry Denton is informed by his
erstwhile captors that they will end the world in 144 days unless he stops them by
deciding that humanity is worth saving. Science fiction.
20. Fresh Romance - Sarah Kuhn
An exciting collection of romance comics from some of comics most talented creators,
including Kate Leth, Arielle Jovellanos, Sarah Vaughn, Sarah Winifred Searle, Sarah
Kuhn, Marguerite Bennett, and Trungles. From unhappy historical marriages to covert
teenage romances, there’s something for everyone. Graphic novel, romance, anthology.

21. We Are Okay - Nina LaCour
After leaving her life behind to go to college in New York, Marin must face the truth about
the tragedy that happened in the final weeks of summer when her friend Mabel comes to
visit. Winner of the 2018 Printz Award. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
22. Grave Mercy - Robin LaFevers
In the fifteenth-century kingdom of Brittany, seventeen-year-old Ismae escapes from the
brutality of an arranged marriage into the sanctuary of the convent of St. Mortain, where
she learns that the god of Death has blessed her with dangerous gifts--and a violent
destiny. Historical fantasy.
23. All We Can Do Is Wait - Richard Lawson
In the hours after a bridge collapse rocks their city, four teens are forced to face their
pasts and the prospect of very different futures as they wait at Boston General Hospital
for news of their loved ones. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
24. A Wizard of Earthsea - Ursula K. LeGuin
A boy grows to manhood while attempting to subdue the evil he unleashed on the world
as an apprentice to the Master Wizard. Fantasy.
25. Spell on Wheels - Kate Leth
Three young witches head out on an east coast road trip to retrieve their stolen
belongings and track down the mysterious thief before he can do any damage to--or
with--their possessions. Graphic novel, fantasy.
26. Monstress, Vol. 1: Awakening - Marjorie Liu & Sana Takeda
Set in an alternate matriarchal 1900's Asia, in a richly imagined world of art
deco-inflected steam punk, Monstress tells the story of a teenage girl who is struggling to
survive the trauma of war, and who shares a mysterious psychic link with a monster of
tremendous power, a connection that will transform them both and make them the target
of both human and otherworldly powers. Graphic novel, fantasy.
27. The Witch Doesn’t Burn in This One - Amanda Lovelace
The witch: supernaturally powerful, inscrutably independent, and now--indestructible.
These moving, relatable poems encourage resilience and embolden women to take
control of their own stories. Enemies try to judge, oppress, and marginalize her, but the
witch doesn't burn in this one. Poetry.

28. Blood Water Paint - Joy McCullough
In Renaissance Italy, Artemisia Gentileschi endures the subjugation of women that
allows her father to take credit for her extraordinary paintings, rape and the ensuing trial,
and torture, buoyed by her deceased mother's stories of strong women of the Bible.
Historical fiction, novel in verse.
29. The Female of the Species - Mindy McGinnis
Alex Craft knows how to kill someone. And she doesn't feel bad about it. When her older
sister, Anna, was murdered three years ago and the killer walked free, Alex uncaged the
language she knows best. The language of violence. Contemporary thriller.
30. When the Moon Was Ours - Anna-Marie McLemore
To everyone who knows them, best friends Miel and Sam are as strange as they are
inseparable. Roses grow out of Miel's wrist, and rumors say that she spilled out of a
water tower when she was five. Sam is known for the moons he paints and hangs in the
trees and for how little anyone knows about his life before he and his mother moved to
town. But as odd as everyone considers Miel and Sam, even they stay away from the
Bonner girls, four beautiful sisters rumored to be witches. Now they want the roses that
grow from Miel's skin, convinced that their scent can make anyone fall in love. And
they're willing to use every secret Miel has fought to protect to make sure she gives them
up. Fantasy, magical realism.
31. One of Us is Lying - Karen M. McManus
When the creator of a high school gossip app mysteriously dies in front of four
high-profile students all four become suspects. It's up to them to solve the case. Mystery,
thriller.
32. When Dimple Met Rishi - Sandhya Menon
When Dimple Shah and Rishi Patel meet at a Stanford University summer program,
Dimple is avoiding her parents' obsession with "marriage prospects" but Rishi hopes to
woo her into accepting arranged marriage with him. Romantic comedy.
33. All the Bright Places - Jennifer Niven
"Told in alternating voices, when Theodore Finch and Violet Markey meet on the ledge
of the bell tower at school--both teetering on the edge--it's the beginning of an unlikely
relationship, a journey to discover the "natural wonders" of the state of Indiana, and two
teens' desperate desire to heal and save one another. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
34. Nice Try Jane Sinner - Leanne Oelke
Jane Sinner, a 17-year-old dropout, sets out to redefine herself through a series of
schemes and stunts, including participating in a low-budget reality TV show at her local
community college. Contemporary, realistic fiction.

35. Shadowshaper - Daniel Jose Older
When the murals painted on the walls of her Brooklyn neighborhood start to change and
fade in front of her, Sierra Santiago realizes that something strange is going on--then
she discovers her Puerto Rican family are shadowshapers and finds herself in a battle
with an evil anthropologist for the lives of her family and friends. Urban fantasy.
36. Beasts Made of Night - Tochi Onyebuchi
After he eats the sin of a royal, Taj, a talented aki, or sin-eater who consumes the guilt of
others whose transgressions are exorcised from them by powerful but corrupt Mages, is
drawn into a plot to destroy the city, and he must fight to save the princess he loves and
his own life. Fantasy.
37. The Astonishing Color of After - Emily X.R. Pan
After her mother's suicide, grief-stricken Leigh Sanders travels to Taiwan to stay with
grandparents she never met, determined to find her mother who she believes turned into
a bird. Contemporary.
38. Want - Cindy Pon
Jason Zhou is trying to survive in Taipei, a city plagued by pollution and viruses, but
when he discovers the elite are using their wealth to evade the deadly effects, he knows
he must do whatever is necessary to fight the corruption and save his city. Science
fiction.
39. Tomboy - Liz Prince
Growing up, Liz Prince wasn't a girly girl, dressing in pink tutus or playing Pretty Pretty
princess like the other girls in her neighborhood. But she wasn't exactly one of the guys
either, as she quickly learned when her Little League baseball coach exiled her to the
outfield instead of letting her take the pitcher's mound. Liz was somewhere in the middle,
and Tomboy is the story of her struggle to find the place where she belonged. Nonfiction,
graphic memoir.
40. I Have the Right To: A High School Survivor's Story of Sexual Assault, Justice, and
Hope - Chessy Prout & Jenn Abelson
The numbers are staggering: nearly one in five girls ages fourteen to seventeen have
been the victim of a sexual assault or attempted sexual assault. This is the true story of
one of those girls. Nonfiction, memoir.
41. Grace and the Fever - Zan Romanoff
Still obsessed with the boy band Fever Dream long after her friends lose interest, Grace
unexpectedly meets band member Jes and embarks on an unlikely romance that leads
her to confront complex truths about herself and the realities of stardom. Contemporary,
literary fiction.

42. Echo - Pam Munoz Ryan
Lost in the Black Forest, Otto meets three mysterious sisters and finds himself entwined
in a prophecy, a promise, and a harmonica--and decades later three children, Friedrich
in Germany, Mike in Pennsylvania, and Ivy in California find themselves caught up in the
same thread of destiny in the darkest days of the twentieth century, struggling to keep
their families intact, and tied together by the music of the same harmonica. Fantasy.
43. A Darker Shade of Magic - V.E. Schwab
Kell is one of the last Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted ability to travel between
parallel Londons, serving as an ambassador for Red London. Unofficially, Kell is a
smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll
never see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing
firsthand.After an exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into
Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty aspirations. She first robs him, then saves him from a
deadly enemy, and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another world for a proper
adventure.Now perilous magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of
the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. Fantasy.
44. Challenger Deep - Neal Shusterman
Caden Bosch is on a ship that's headed for the deepest point on earth: Challenger Deep,
the southern part of the Marianas Trench. A brilliant high school student whose friends
are starting to notice his odd behavior, he is designated the ship's artist in residence in
order to document the journey with images. Caden pretends to join his school's track
team but spends his days walking for miles, absorbed by the thoughts in his head; he is
split between his allegiance to the captain and the allure of mutiny. Caden Bosch is torn.
Contemporary, realistic fiction.
45. More Happy Than Not - Adam Silvera
After enduring his father's suicide, his own suicide attempt, broken friendships, and more
in the Bronx projects, Aaron Soto, sixteen, is already considering the Leteo Institute's
memory-alteration procedure when his new friendship with Thomas turns to unrequited
love. Contemporary.
46. Astrophysics in a Hurry - Neil DeGrasse Tyson
The essential universe, from our most celebrated and beloved astrophysicist. What is the
nature of space and time? How do we fit within the universe? How does the universe fit
within us? There's no better guide through these mind-expanding questions than
acclaimed astrophysicist and best-selling author Neil deGrasse Tyson. But today, few of
us have time to contemplate the cosmos. So Tyson brings the universe down to Earth
succinctly and clearly, with sparkling wit, in tasty chapters consumable anytime and
anywhere in your busy day. Nonfiction, science.

47. Code Name Verity - Elizabeth Wein
In 1943, a British fighter plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France and the survivor tells a
tale of friendship, war, espionage, and great courage as she relates what she must to
survive while keeping secret all that she can. Historical fiction, adventure.
48. The Spill Zone Vol. 1 - Scott Westerfeld
Three years ago an event destroyed the small city of Poughkeepsie, forever changing
reality within its borders. Uncanny manifestations and lethal dangers now await anyone
who enters the Spill Zone. The Spill claimed Addison's parents and scarred her little
sister, Lexa, who hasn't spoken since. Addison provides for her sister by photographing
the Zone's twisted attractions on illicit midnight rides. Art collectors pay top dollar for
these bizarre images, but getting close enough for the perfect shot can mean death or
worse. When an eccentric collector makes a million-dollar offer, Addison breaks her own
hard-learned rules of survival and ventures farther than she has ever dared. Within the
Spill Zone, Hell awaits and it seems to be calling Addison's name. Graphic novel,
science fiction.
49. Highly Illogical Behavior - John Corey Whaley
Agoraphobic sixteen-year-old Solomon has not left his house in three years, but Lisa is
determined to change that--and to write a scholarship-winning essay based on the
results. Contemporary, realistic fiction.
50. American Street - Ibi Zoboi
When Fabiola's mother is detained upon their arrival to the United States, Fabiola must
navigate her loud American cousins, the grittiness of Detroit's west side, a new school,
and a surprising romance all on her own. Contemporary, realistic fiction.

